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Using the planimetric shapes of lava flow-fields to Infer eruption- 
conditions is of key importance for a better understanding of planetary 
volcanism. A flow-fleld is composed of one or more flows. The qrowth of new 
flows is governed by the balance between forces driving lava over the 
surface (due to lnertia and gravity) and those resisting motion (due to 
rheology and crustal cooling). 

New florrs are generated by bifurcation about topographic hlghs and by 
disruption of crusted rnarglns. A lava slows as crusts develop, leadlng to 
thlckening and mdening at its front. Until halted by cooling, therefore, 
ths first flow erupted will tend to be widest at its front unless 
bifurcation (or local ponding) has occurred. When halted by cooling, new 
flows form by breaching or overflowing crusts of the parent flow (cooling- 
controlled flow propagation) . 

Cooling-controlled flow propagation begins when the ratlo of crustal 
thickness to flow thickness exceeds a critical value, while the position 
where it occurs along the parent flow depends on the rate of flow 
thlckening (1). The chief factors affecting such propagation are dlscharge- 
rate (Q) along the flow (which frequently varies sympathetically 171th 
effusion-rate (E) at the vent), and duration (TI of eruption: lower 
discharge-rates (and E )  favour earlier propagation of shorter flows from 
positions nearsr the vant, and longer durations promote relatively wider 
flow-fields (1). 

These trends have been examined for the basaltic aa flow-fields of Mt 
Etna in Sicily (1). Cooling-controlled flow propagation has occurred on 
most of these flow-fields, which can be grouped into two populations on 
the basis of .their relative widths (Wm/Lm: Maximum Kidth/Maximum Length). 
Population I contains relatively narrow flow-fields emplaced at high 
average effusion-rates (Eav) over periods of c. 5-30 days; Population I1 
flow-fields are comparatively wider, are emplaced at lower Eav and have 
durations of c. 80-160 days. 

The two populations are also characterised by different preferred 
locations for their widest points, described by DWm/Lm ([Distance to 
Wrn]/Lm). Considsring only flow-fields for which major topographical effects 
are not apparent, 80% of the Population I flow-fields (16 out of 20) are 
videst along thzir distal half (0.5(DWm/Lm<l.O), while for the Population 
I1 sample, 67% (10 out of 15) are widest along their proximal half 
(O(DWm/Lm<0.5). 

Lower values of DWm and Lm are favoured by lower Eav. Since all the 
flow-fields have been affected by cooling-controlled flow propagation, it 
sesms unlikely that differences in duration have affected either DWm or Lm. 
Hence the lower D!lm/Lm-values for Population I1 flow-fields suggests that: 
(a) changes in Eav (and Q) have a more important effect on where 
propagation occurs than on the length of the propagated flow: and (b) the 
relative change in Q during eruption is greater than for the Population I 
flow-fields. It also suggests the possibility of using differences in 
DWm/Lm and Wm/Lm among flow-fields as relative measures of, respectively, 
average effusion-rate and duration of eruption. 

(1) Kilburn, C.R.J. and Lopes, R.M.C. (1988) J, Geo~hvs. Res. (in press). 
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